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By the way, we do know 
what real learning is …
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• Step 4:  Real Learning (RL ) is the acquisition of genuine knowledge via RC.
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The Problem:  
MLn is a Non-Starter …
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The Logico-Mathematical Basis

Logic AI

Pure General Logic Programming

L
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P L
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Novel, Easy Program Verification Thereby Enabled
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The MLn-is-a-Non-Starter Problem



The MLn-is-a-Non-Starter Problem
An agent, whether natural or artificial, can only knowingly act in 
accord with ethical and legal theories/codes/principles … of the 
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What shall we then do?

Instead, employ fully rational 
paternalism, in the form of optimal 
“sin” taxation, on an international scale.

We cannot afford to re-engineer and 
correct Mn-based artifacts.

Lectures from eg the EC, 
however wise and learned 
they may be, won’t change 
anyone’s behavior.
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4

Redistributive measures must be included; specifically, these measures 
must be highly likely to foster the alternative behaviors sought.5

Monitoring and enforcement is feasible, as are the issuing of 
severe penalties in the case of violations and/or non-payment.6

There are no cogent arguments available that show that it's more likely 
than not that corporations will act irrationally in the face of the MLn tax.7
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“But such taxes are 
unprecedented!”

Not true, at all:  the Tobin Tax.
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“Can you prove it’ll work?  Where 
are your promised theorems?”
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Theorems (machine-proved & machine-verified):  Under certain 
conditions a Ponzi schemer will avoid detection, and then prove 

that under enhanced detection the schemer will be caught.

If p believes i believes p will not be caught.

Theorem:  A corporation will avoid MLn and invest in logicist 
AI, if persistently subjected to the tax in question.
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“Can you prove it’ll work?  Where 
are your promised theorems?”

Yes, we can —using logicist agent-based 
economics.  See the forthcoming full paper.





Med nok penger,  kan 
logikk løse alle problemer.


